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U
nderstanding theproperties of stress-
induced unwinding of a DNA duplex
is crucial in analyzing many biophysi-

cal and nanotechnological systems. Within
the cell, enzymes exert large forces on DNA,
for example, in replication or transcription.1

In the growing field of DNA nanotechnology,
duplexes within self-assembled structures
and devices can be deliberately subjected
to substantial stresses2�6 to enhance the
design possibilities. Indeed, structures have
been assembled using an atomic force mi-
croscope to pull strands away from a duplex
on a surface and deposit them elsewhere.7

Recently, force-induced rupture of DNA
has even been pioneered as a mechanism
for measuring forces;8�11 for example,
Wang and Ha used duplex rupture to esti-
mate the force that a mechano-sensitive re-
ceptor in a cell experiences from a surface.9

Conversely, stress-induced rupture has

also been proposed as a method to detect
sequence complementarity.12 The impor-
tance of the response of DNA to stress
and recent progress in single-molecule
force spectroscopy techniques13,14 have
led tomanydetailed investigations of stress-
induced duplex disruption.15�27 Simulta-
neously, theoretical models have been de-
veloped to predict and explain the experi-
mental results.15,16,19,24�26,28�38

In this article, we study the physics under-
lying shearing of short DNA duplexes, illus-
trated in Figure 1a. We argue that the
currently prevailing theory25,29,30,37,38 fun-
damentally misinterprets the behavior of
the critical rupture force as a function of
duplex length. We first frame our discussion
with a toy model to highlight the basic
principles and review previous approaches
to understanding the problem. We then
explore the system in more depth with a
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ABSTRACT The rupture of double-stranded DNA under stress is a key process in biophysics

and nanotechnology. In this article, we consider the shear-induced rupture of short DNA

duplexes, a system that has been given new importance by recently designed force sensors

and nanotechnological devices. We argue that rupture must be understood as an activated

process, where the duplex state is metastable and the strands will separate in a finite time

that depends on the duplex length and the force applied. Thus, the critical shearing force

required to rupture a duplex depends strongly on the time scale of observation. We use simple

models of DNA to show that this approach naturally captures the observed dependence of

the force required to rupture a duplex within a given time on duplex length. In particular, this

critical force is zero for the shortest duplexes, before rising sharply and then plateauing in the

long length limit. The prevailing approach, based on identifying when the presence of each

additional base pair within the duplex is thermodynamically unfavorable rather than allowing for metastability, does not predict a time-scale-dependent

critical force and does not naturally incorporate a critical force of zero for the shortest duplexes. We demonstrate that our findings have important

consequences for the behavior of a new force-sensing nanodevice, which operates in a mixed mode that interpolates between shearing and unzipping.

At a fixed time scale and duplex length, the critical force exhibits a sigmoidal dependence on the fraction of the duplex that is subject to shearing.

KEYWORDS: DNA nanotechnology . force spectroscopy . non-equilibrium chemistry . molecular simulation .
coarse-grained modeling
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detailed coarse-grained DNA model (oxDNA). Our in-
terpretation emphasizes the finite time scale of experi-
mental observation and predicts a critical force that
depends on this time scale as well as duplex length.
OxDNA also allows us to explore the mechano-sensor
of Wang and Ha,9 which involves a generalization of
shearing.

Background Theory: Basic Models of Shearing. Shearing of
a duplex involves applying antiparallel forces to either
the opposite 30�30 or 50�50 ends of the bound duplex, as
shown inFigure1a. Sucha setuphasbeenexploredexperi-
mentally9,15�17,22�25 and theoretically.15,16,24,25,29,30,34,37,38

In early experiments,15�17,22�24 loads were increased
dynamically; more recently, Hatch et al. were able to
use a constant force.25 Clearly, for any nonzero constant
force, the stable state involves widely separated strands:
the energetic benefit of an arbitrarily large separation
necessarily overwhelms any attractive interactions. At
finite temperature, therefore, any finite-length duplex
will rupture permanently given sufficient time. It is thus
impossible to define a critical force fc as the force that
leads to a coexistence of folded and unfolded duplex
regions in equilibrium;although for extremely long

strands, separation is often neglected and fc is defined
in this way. For short strands, separation cannot be
neglected within experiments, and it is necessary to
consider permanent duplex rupture.

Hatch et al. exposed duplexes to a constant shear-
ing force for 2 s and recorded fc as the force thatwas suf-
ficient to cause 50% of duplexes to rupture within the
2 swindow. Considering duplexes with a length 12�50
basepairs (bp), they found that fc increasedwith duplex
length at short lengths before plateauing in the long
length limit (Figure 2a). Such a definition of fc;the
force required to give a 50% rupture probability within
some fixed time tobs;is natural for short duplexes, and
we shall use it in this article. It is vital to note that this
definition depends upon a given experimental time
scale tobs (2 s for Hatch et al.), and it is fundamentally
important to view rupture under shearing in the con-
text of time scales of experimental observation. The
effect of the choice of tobs will be a major part of our
analysis. For systems in which load is dynamically
applied, the time scale over which the force changes
is an additional complicating factor. We will restrict our
discussion to the constant force case.

At room temperature, opening of a duplex is widely
believed to be a thermally activated process.32,39�42

The system must pass through an unfavorable transi-
tion state in which the strands are attached by a small
number of base pairs; one would expect the rate to be
exponentially suppressed by the free-energy cost ΔGq

of reaching this state from the fully formed duplex.
Assuming a typical positive free-energy cost of base-
pair disruption of ΔGbp,

43 ΔGq = NΔGbp � ΔG0, where
N is the duplex length and ΔG0 is an N-independent
offset. This offset allows for the activation barrier ΔGq

to be linear in N but not proportional to it. This choice
permits a certain number of base pairs to be present in
the transition state, for example (although we empha-
size that in this formalism ΔG0 is not the free energy
of the transition state). Thus, ΔGq = NΔGbp � ΔG0

represents the positive free-energy barrier that must

Figure 1. Applying stress to short DNAmolecules. Depend-
ing on where the two antiparallel forces are applied, DNA
can be subject to stress in different modes: (a) shearing
mode, (b) unzipping mode, and (c) mixed mode. In the
shearing mode, the maximum extension per base pair
gained from disrupting the duplex prior to complete strand
separation (∼0.3 nm) ismuch less than that in the unzipping
mode (∼1.3 nm), meaning that duplexes tend to unzip at
lower forces than they shear.19,25

Figure 2. Behavior of the critical shearing force. (a) Critical force fc as a function of duplex length as observed in experiment
(circles25) and predicted by basic models of shearing. The toy model is shown as a solid line; a two-parameter fit to the
experimental data was performed, yielding ΔGτobs

q /δ = 74.3 kcal mol�1 nm�1 andΔGbp/δ = 10.9 kcal mol�1 nm�1. The results
are compared to those of de Gennes' original form29 (dotted line) and the modified de Gennes' form25 (dashed line), in both
cases using the parameters obtained by Hatch et al. for fitting themodified form to the experimental data.25 (b) Illustration of
the dependence of the critical rupture force fc on ΔGτobs

q and hence the observation time as predicted by the toy model.
ΔGτobs

q , and hence τobs, increases from top to bottom (ΔGτobs
q ∈ {4.4, 10.4, 14.4} kcal mol�1), and ΔGbp = 1.52 kcal mol�1.

(c) Dependence of the rupture force on base pair stability ΔGbp, as predicted by the toy model. ΔGbp decreases from top to
bottom (ΔGbp ∈ {1.52, 1.22, 1.02} kcal mol�1), and ΔGτobs

q = 10.4 kcal mol�1. In (b,c), δ = 0.14 nm.
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be surmounted, by the disruption of base pairs, until
the transition state is reached from the fully formed
duplex.

To a first approximation, the effect of a constant
shearing force f is to modulate ΔGq as the transition
state and duplex state have different extensibilities.

ΔGq(f ) ¼ NΔGbp �ΔG0 þ
Z f

0
(xd(f

0)� xt(f
0))df 0 (1)

in which xd(f) is the average extension of the fully
formed duplex under force f, and xt(f) is the extension
of the transition state. Evaluating the integral in eq 1
necessitates a detailed model of DNA, but physical
insight can be obtained through the crude approxima-
tion of

R
0
f (xd(f 0)� xt(f 0))df 0 =�(Nδ� δ0)f, in which δ is

a positive constant representing the degree per base
pair to which the disrupted duplex will tend to have a
larger extension due to its single-stranded state. δ0, like
ΔG0, allows the difference in length between transition
state and fully formed duplex to be linear in N but not
proportional to N. Once again, this allows for a certain
number of base pairs to be present in the transi-
tion state. Since Nδ � δ0, the increased extension of
the transition state relative to the duplex, is generally
positive, the contribution of the integral to ΔGq tends
to be negative, reducing the activation barrier.

Given the above description, a simplemodel for the
rate 1/τ(f) of duplex rupture as a function of duplex
length and force would be44,45

1
τ(f )

¼ k0 exp(�ΔGq(f )=kT)

¼ k0 exp(�(NΔGbp �ΔG0 � (Nδ� δ0)f )=kT)
(2)

in which k0 is an unknown rate constant, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. We
now consider whether a duplex of lengthNwill rupture
during some N-independent experimental observa-
tion time, τobs. For a 50% rupture probability, we require
ΔGq(f) = ΔGτobs

q = kT ln(τobsk0/ln 2). This expression
defines a critical force below which duplexes will have
less than a 50% probability of rupture during an experi-
ment of length τobs and above which rupture is typical.

fc(N) ¼ NΔGbp

Nδ� δ0
�ΔGq

τobs
þΔG0

Nδ� δ0
(3)

At large N, fc(N) ≈ ΔGbp/δ and is N-independent. As N
drops, the importance of the second term on the right-
hand side grows and fc(N) thereforedecreases, reaching
zero when NΔGbp � ΔG0 = ΔGτobs

q . Thus, our simple
model predicts that duplexes below a certain length
will dissociate spontaneously on an experimental time
scale; above this length, the critical force required for
rupture will rise from 0 and eventually plateau in the
long length limit. Although the toy model is crude, the
underlying physics is reasonable: the shearing stress
acts to reduce the stability per base pair of the duplex

state, allowing duplexes to rupture within a smaller
observation time τobs than at zero force. Long duplexes
require a higher force than short ones because if more
base pairs are present then each individual base pair
must be weakened further to result in the same barrier
height ΔGτobs

q . At high enough forces fδ > ΔGbp, break-
ing a base pair is thermodynamically favorable, and so,
even long duplexes will rupture rapidly, explaining the
plateau in fc at large N.

The behavior of eq 3 is illustrated in Figure 2a, in
which the toy model is fitted to the experimental data
of Hatch et al.25 For simplicity, we assume that the
transition state is a single base-pair state; we thus set
the offsets δ0 = δ and ΔG0 = ΔGbp and fit ΔGbp/δ and
ΔGτobs

q /δ to the data. The observed behavior is clearly
consistent with experiment. Further, the fitting param-
eters are reasonable given the crudeness of the
model. If δ ≈ 0.15 nm, ΔGbp ≈ 1.5 kcal mol�1, similar
to values reported by ref 43, and the barrier height
ΔGτobs

q /ΔGbp ≈ 6�7, implying that duplexes of 7�8 bp
can dissociate within the observation time (1 s), which
is not unreasonable.40,41,46 Importantly, as shown in
Figure 2b, the shape of fc(N) depends on ΔGτobs

q . From
eq 3, fc depends linearly onΔGτobs

q , and hence (through
eq 2), it decreases logarithmically with increasing τobs.
This dependence is physically reasonable; for example,
themaximal length of a duplex that will spontaneously
dissociate (rupture at f = 0) in a time scale of milli-
seconds is clearly much less than the maximal length
that will spontaneously dissociate in a time scale of
years. It is also consistent with the fact that, when stress
is increased over time, rather than held constant, the
duplex rupture force increases with the rate at which
the force is applied.15�17,22�24 Nevertheless, regardless
of how long the observation time, for infinite length
chains, the critical force will still plateau at fc(¥) =
ΔGbp/δ; this limiting behavior is simply reached more
slowly with N for larger τobs.

In Figure 2c, we show the effect of varying ΔGbp

on fc. Reducing this base-pair stability leads to a lower
plateau height fc(¥) and sets the lower cutoff length
below which fc = 0 to larger N.

Broadly similar reasoning to that underlying the
toy model has been applied to the unzipping of DNA
(in which two strands are pulled apart from the same
end of the duplex; see Figure 1b),32 although the
approach in ref 32 cannot directly be used to under-
stand the more complex geometry of shearing. Experi-
ments in which force is applied dynamically have
also been analyzed in terms of models of activated
processes.15,16,24 Despite this history, the physical
principles highlighted by the toy model have not been
widely applied to understand the dependence of the
critical shearing force on duplex length.25,29,30,37,38,47

The alternative reasoning originated from de Gennes,
who modeled DNA as a ladder with springs connect-
ing neighbors within a strand and bases paired by
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interstrand hydrogen bonding.29 He calculated the
mechanical equilibrium of this system under applied
shearing stress and posited that an individual base-
pair spring with extension above a certain critical value
would rupture. de Gennes showed that, for longer
strands, the shearing stress can be spread out over
several base pairs in mechanical equilibrium, reducing
the strain at the duplex ends and allowing the duplex
to withstand higher stresses than a single isolated base
pair. His result for the critical force is29

fc ¼ 2f1χ
�1 tanh(χN=2) (4)

in which f1 is the force required to rupture a single
base pair and χ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2R=Q
p

is a function of the spring
constant between neighbors in a strand, Q, and the
spring constant between base pairs R. Similarly to eq 3,
eq 4 also has an fc that increases with N and plateaus in
the long length limit. The underlying physics is, how-
ever, entirely different. The de Gennes model assumes
that rupture can only occur when each base pair is
individually unstable; it does not allow formetastability
and a finite time scale for rupture during which the
system can break many base pairs to climb over a free-
energy barrier. The shape of the curve is governed
by χ, a property of the duplex state, rather than the
relative properties of single-stranded and duplex DNA.
A number of groups have explored extensions and
improvements to the de Gennes' model,25,29,30,37 but
their approaches remain fundamentally based on the
idea that the dependence of fc on N can be explained
by the degree to which longer duplexes can spread
mechanical stress over multiple base pairs, rather than
because longer duplexes need a larger force to reduce
the free-energy barrier opposing dissociation to a low
enough value.

As well as being based on fundamentally different
physics, the two approaches also make qualitatively
distinct predictions. Most obviously, eq 4 predicts
a finite rupture force for N = 1, whereas eq 3 predicts
fc > 0 only for N > N0 = (ΔGτobs

q þ ΔG0)/ΔGbp. Further,
eq 3 predicts that fc(N) depends logarithmically on the
observation time τobs through its linear dependence
on ΔGτobs

q ; by contrast, the de Gennes theory does not
include τobs.

The experimental data from ref 25 in Figure 2a
are suggestive of fc > 0 only above a certain value
of N = N0 ∼ 5�8 bp, as in fact was recognized by
the authors. Nonetheless, they attempted to fit the de
Gennes model to their data,25 modifying eq 4 to

fc ¼ 2f1χ
�1 tanh(χ(N� Nopen)=2)þ 2f1 (5)

which includes a new parameter Nopen and an addi-
tional term 2f1. The first parameter was set to Nopen = 7
in order to generate a finite N0. They argued for a
reducedeffectiveduplex lengthN� 7bpon thegrounds
that the end base pairs are always broken at room

temperature. However, such an approach is inconsis-
tent with the thermodynamics of DNA as currently
understood;43 for example, hairpins with stems of 3 or
4 bp canbe stable relative to the unfolded state at room
temperature.43,48 Additionally, this approach does not
include a dependence on τobs as we argued above; the
curve is identical for experiments that takemilliseconds
and experiments that take years. Finally, the value of
χ obtained from their fit, 0.147, is unphysically low;
χ = 0.147 would imply Q/R = 92.5, that is, stretching
hydrogen bonds between base pairs is almost 2 orders
of magnitude easier than extending the distance
between stacked bases in a duplex. Such an unreason-
able value, necessary to force the curve to reach large
N values before plateauing, provides further evidence
that the de Gennes theory does not explain the
shape of fc(N). We note in passing that the reason for
the term 2f1 = 7.8 pN in eq 5 as compared to eq 4 is
unclear; this term shifts the curve slightly but does not
strongly influence the above discussion.

Although the toy model is useful in providing
understanding, it is extremely crude and neglects a
number of potentially important effects. Most signifi-
cantly, taking

R
0
f (xd(f 0)� xt(f 0))df 0 =�(Nδ� δ0)f in eq 1

is a very strong approximation. It is also not easy to use
such a toy model with more complex systems such as
themixedmode used in the force sensor of ref 9. In this
work, we therefore use oxDNA,49�51 a nucleotide-level
coarse-grained model of DNA that captures both the
elastic behavior of double and single strands, as well
as the basic chemistry of bonding. It should therefore
be able to describe in detail the effects of the shearing
forces on a duplex and capture metastable states,
which we will argue are critical in order to obtain an
fc(N) that is consistent with experiment. We note that
oxDNA has the advantages of representing DNA struc-
ture and mechanics more accurately than simpler
statistical models such as those of refs 29 and 30.
Further, oxDNA is not derived with either the assump-
tions of the toy model or of the de Gennes' model and
its derivatives in mind. Rather, we use it to explore
whether the findings of the toy model are robust
to a more accurate model of DNA thermodynamics
and mechanics and whether effects analogous to
those identified by de Gennes are likely to play a
significant role.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pure Shearing and Unzipping. We measure free-energy
profiles of shearing for a range of forces and duplex
lengths; typical profiles are shown in Figure 3a. At
low forces, formation of each additional base pair is
thermodynamically favorable, but as the shear force is
increased, the slope of the profile becomes shallower
and the duplex becomes less stable. On top of these
overall trends, we see features that reflect the helical
geometry of the stressed duplex. A duplex that has
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intact base pairs equal to a half turn (i.e., approximately
6�7 bp) has its maximum extension when the duplex
axis is alignedwith the force. When such a duplex loses
or gains base pairs, it can rotate its helical axis away
from the direction of the force, allowing a greater
extension per base pair (see Figure 3b). The result is a
nonmonotonic dependence of the free energy on the
number of duplex base pairs; the effect is strongest for
short duplex sections and explains the peak in free
energy that appears at approximately 6�7 bp as the
force increases. Such geometrical effects are absent
in de Gennes' ladder model29 and in most subsequent
developments of that approach, although a similar
effect in the context of a 2D ladder model was con-
sidered by Chakrabarti and Nelson.30

For comparison, we also measure the profile for
unzipping (when the two strands are pulled apart from
the same end of the duplex; see Figure 1b). Typical
behavior as a function of f is shown in Figure 3c. Aswith
shearing, base pairs become less stable as the force is
increased. Two differences with shearing are clear. First,
the forces required to reduce stability are much lower;
this is because a single unzippedbase pair increases the
extension of the DNA along the applied force much
more than a single sheared base pair (this is evident in
Figure 1). This difference was exploited in ref 7 to allow
strands to be picked up from a surface by an atomic
force microscope and then deposited elsewhere.
Second, the nonmonotonicity observed for shearing is
absent for this geometry; regardless of the number of
base pairs present, it is always favorable to keep the
helix axis perpendicular to the unzipping force.

OxDNA clearly shows a more complex dependence
of free energies on f than incorporated into the simple
model. Nonetheless, we can identify a barrier height
ΔGsim

q in each profile as the free-energy difference
between the (local) maximum in the profile with the
smallest number of base pairs and the lowest (local)
minimum in the profile that has more base pairs
than the aforementioned maximum. We take these

configurations to be proxies for the transition state and
the duplex state, respectively, and assume that the
dissociation rate is given by 1/τ(f) � exp(�(ΔGsim

q )/kT).
Previous studies with oxDNA in the absence of stress
have shown that attachment rates of duplexes are
only weakly dependent on overall duplex stability.42,52

This observation is consistent with the assumption
that the detachment rate is largely determined by
exp(�(ΔGsim

q )/kT), as this barrier is the dominant factor
in duplex stability.

Aswith the toymodel, we can define a rupture force
fc that is the force required to reduceΔGsim

q to a certain
value ΔGτobs

q , set by the time scale of experimental
observation. We plot critical rupture forces for unzip-
ping and shearing as a function of duplex length N in
Figure 3d for a range of ΔGτobs

q values. Despite the
additional complexity of oxDNA, the results are broadly
consistent with the toy model; in particular, the de-
pendence of fc(N) on the observation time is similar.
In eq 3, the toy model predicts a linear dependence of
fc(N) on ΔGτobs

q (and hence a logarithmic dependence
on τobs) at fixed N; Figure 4a shows that oxDNA is in
broad agreement. The agreement is not perfect, how-
ever, and in particular, eq 3 predicts that the magni-
tude of the gradient of fc with ΔGτobs

q should decrease
monotonically as N increases; this is not apparent
in our fits as the gradient for N = 10 is shallower than
for N = 13. In fact, this is due to nonlinearities in the
dependence of fc on ΔGτobs

q (when viewed at constant
fc, theN= 10 curve is actually steeper). This nonlinearity
is inconsistent with the toy model, which assumes that
the properties of the transition state do not change
with force. It is clear from Figure 3a, however, that the
transition state moves to higher numbers of base pairs
as the force increases, and the geometrical effects
discussed previously overwhelm the favorable base-
pairing free energy for the final few base pairs. This can
be interpreted as an increase in the offset parameter
δ0 with f, which helps to explain why fc is not per-
fectly linear in ΔGτobs

q . Unzipping lacks these kinds of

Figure 3. Shearing and unzipping as represented by oxDNA. (a) Free-energy profiles of the bound duplex of length 21 bp at
T=23 �C in the shearingmode. The pulling force increases from top tobottom: fshear∈ {0, 30, 50, 70, 90}pN. (b) Rotationof the
helix to maximize extension without disrupting structure. A 6 bp helix has its maximum extension when its helical axis is
aligned with the stress; a 3 bp helix can rotate to increase its extension along the force. (c) Free-energy profiles of the bound
duplex of length 21 bp at T = 23 �C in the unzippingmode. The pulling force increases from top to bottom: funzip ∈ {0, 10, 15,
20, 25} pN. (d) Rupture force as a function of duplex length in shearing and unzippingmodes. The critical free-energy barrier
height increases from top to bottom (ΔGτobs

q ∈ {3, 5, 8, 11} kcal mol�1). Larger ΔGτobs
q corresponds to longer experimental

measuring times.
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geometrical effects; an equivalent graph of fc(N) against
ΔGτobs

q in Figure 4b does not show this apparent non-
monotonic dependency of the fitted gradient with N.

The de Gennes approach is based upon estimating
the force at which each base pair is inherently unstable,
so that rupture of the duplex occurs directly, with each
step being favorable. This criterion corresponds to the
system ceasing to be metastable with a well-defined
barrier. The toy model predicts that each base pair
is inherently unstable when fc = ΔGbp/δ; this force is
N-independent. Thus, any variation in fc(N) with N as
ΔGτobs

q f 0 cannot be explained by the toy model: it
must arise from considerations such as those of de
Gennes or geometric factors such as those highlighted
above that are absent in the toy model. We will
now argue that, for oxDNA at least, these factors only
influence fc(N) at very low N.

In Figure 3d, we show how the curve fc(N) changes
according to the choice of ΔGτobs

q . The lowest value of
ΔGτobs

q (corresponding to the shortest time scale) that
we consider is 3 kcal mol�1; smaller values make the
unambiguous identification of maxima and minima
in the free-energy profile difficult, and indeed, the
assumptions inherent in our kinetic model are less
robust. Even at this finite value of ΔGτobs

q , however, fc
depends strongly on N only for N e 10; in the limit of
ΔGτobs

q f 0, this dependence will be even further
truncated. Indeed, the shape of fc(N) at ΔGτobs

q = 3 kcal
mol�1 still reflects the predictions of the toymodel and
its metastability-based arguments (cutting through

fc = 0 at finite N, for example). The relatively short
range of N prior to the plateau as ΔGτobs

q f 0 observed
for oxDNA is consistent with the fact that geometric
effects are only large for helices below a single pitch
length, and that there is no physical reason why the
χ parameter in eq 4 should bemuch smaller than unity.

OxDNA allows exploration of the effect of tempera-
ture changes. In Figure 5a, we report fc(N) at a range
of temperatures. Both ΔGq and kT in the exponent of
eq 1 depend on T. Thus, to compare critical forces
at different temperatures for the same observation
time, we find the force fc, which gives ΔGsim

q /kT = 17
(10 kcal mol�1 at 23 �C, the standard temperature used
in this study). We thereby include the full temperature
dependence of the exponent in eq 2; any temperature
dependence in the prefactor k0 is neglected. Unsur-
prisingly, fc(N) is reduced by temperature, as base
pairs become less stable and free-energy barriers of
a certain height slightly easier to climb. Consequently,
the plateau force fc(¥) drops, and the length of duplex
below which fc = 0, N0, rises. These changes with
temperature are similar to those seen for the toymodel
when base pair stability is varied, as shown in Figure 2c
(note that, in this case, the variation is performed at
fixed ΔGq = ΔGτobs

q ).
The data of Hatch et al. were obtained at a salt

concentration lower than those used to parametrize
oxDNA to duplex formation in the absence of force

Figure 5. Consequences of temperature and base-pair sta-
bility. (a) Variation of fc(N) with temperature as predicted
by oxDNA, defining fc(N) as the force required to reduce
the free-energy barrier, ΔGτobs

q /kT to 17 (corresponding to
10 kcal mol�1 at 23 �C). (b) Fit of oxDNA model (squares) to
the experimental data of Hatch et al.25 The fitting procedure
generates a value for the rupture barrier height of ΔGτobs

q =
8.8 kcal mol�1 and includes a small rescaling of the tem-
perature, for reasons described in the text.

Figure 4. Dependence of fc onΔGτobs
q at fixedN as estimated

by oxDNA. (a) Shearing mode. (b) Unzipping mode. Linear
fits to the data points are shown as solid lines; the toymodel
predicts linear slopes with gradients that decrease mono-
tonically with increasing N. The apparent nonmonotonicity
in the fitted gradient that is present for shearing but absent
for unzipping is due to the number of base pairs in the
transition state changing with applied force.
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(∼0.15 M as opposed to 0.5 M [Naþ]), implying weaker
duplexes in experiment. Additionally, oxDNA is known
to slightly overestimate (on the order of 10%) the
critical force for the overstretching transition to ssDNA
at 0.5 M [Naþ]; this is essentially the critical shearing
force for infinitely long strands. As a result, the direct fit
of oxDNA to the experimental data (using onlyΔGτobs

q as
a fitting variable) is only qualitative. To take these
effects into account, we fit to the data by shifting
the temperature to T = 35 �C, a slight (4% absolute
change) increase when compared to the T = 23 �C of
the experiments. In addition to the temperature, we
also need to fit ΔGτobs

q , which measures the effective
barrier for rupture. Using these two fitting parameters,
we find, as can be seen in Figure 5b, very close agree-
ment with the experiments of Hatch et al. The value of
ΔGτobs

q = 8.8 kcal mol�1 is reasonable as it corresponds
to approximately 6 or 7 bp,43 a sensible number for
spontaneous rupture on the time scale of seconds.40,41,46

While the temperature rescaling is crude, it is equivalent
to a slight rescaling of the interaction strengths within
oxDNA, producing a very similar model with slightly less
stable base pairs. This oxDNA-like model, which still
possesses mechanical and structural properties close to
those of physical DNA, can quantitatively reproduce the
experimental data. We therefore argue that the basic
mechanism we propose, an activation-based rupture of
the duplex strands, can explain the experimental results.

Force-Sensing Device with Mixed Shearing and Unzipping:
Tension Gauge Tether. Given the success of oxDNA in
describing the pure shearingmode shown in Figure 1a,
we next turn to the mixed shearing and unzipping
mode shown in Figure 1c. Wang and Ha have designed
a tension gauge tether (TGT) to measure forces that
involves applying stress in this “mixed mode”. In this
setup, force is applied at the end of one strand and
to any one base of the other strand, so that s base pairs
are sheared and N � s þ 1 base pairs are unzipped.
Note that the total appears to be Nþ 1: this is because

there is no difference between unzipping and shearing
of a single base pair; for the analysis below, it is helpful
to define both quantities to include this ambiguous
base pair. OxDNA allows us to explore the physics of
this more complex system, using the same assump-
tion that fc is the force required to reduce ΔGτobs

q to a
specific value. Figure 6a shows the rupture force for
a duplex of length N = 21 bp that is pulled in a mixed
mode as a function of the number of sheared base
pairs s. We see a characteristic sigmoidal curve for
f c
mixed(N,s) at fixed N. f c

mixed(N,N) is identical to our pure
shearing data in Figure 3d and depends on ΔGτc

q as
expected. f c

mixed(N,1) is identical to the pure unzipping
data.

The sigmoidal curves therefore interpolate between
the unzipping and shearing limits. A lower bound on
the critical force is given by

fmixed
c (N, s)gmax(f shearc (s), f unzipc (N)) (6)

as is clear from Figure 6b. The bound follows from two
arguments. First, the systemcanbe viewed as a sheared
duplex of s base pairs, with additional base pairs that
must also be unzipped. Although these additional
base pairs might not substantially stabilize the TGT at
high force, they cannot act to destabilize it either;
thus f c

mixed(N,s) g f c
shear(s). Second, sheared base pairs

are always more stable than base pairs subject to
an unzipping force (Figure 3c), due to the far greater
increase in extension upon rupture in the second
case. Therefore, the system must be at least as stable
as an N base-pair duplex subject to pure unzipping:
f c
mixed(N,s) g f c

unzip(N).
At large forces, the unzipped base pairs contribute

almost nothing to the barrier to dissociation and hence
do not strongly affect the stability of the TGT because,
at forces f > f c

unzip(¥), each base pair subject to an
unzipping force is inherently unstable. Thus, at large s,
f c
mixed(N,s) follows f c

shear(s) very closely, as is evident
in Figure 6b. On closer inspection, we note that, in fact,

Figure 6. (a) Rupture force as a function of the number of sheared base pairs s, when a 21 bp duplex is pulled in the mixed
mode. ΔGτobs

q ∈ {5, 8, 11} kcal mol�1, increasing from top to bottom. (b) Rupture force in the mixed mode as a function of
sheared bases s for a duplex of length N = 21 (filled circles) (ΔGτobs

q = 10.4 kcal mol�1). (þ) symbols show the corresponding
rupture force for the pure shearing of duplex of length s, and (�) symbols represent pure unzipping rupture force of a duplex
of length N � s þ 1. Open squares are Wang and Ha's estimate of the rupture force;9 their model is described in the text.
(c) Schematic representation of the anchoring of the final sheared base pairs in the mixed mode by the base pairs that will
eventually be unzipped; no such anchoring occurs for a pure shearing system.
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f c
mixed(N,s) is slightly greater than f c

shear(s) for s < N. This
discrepancy arises because, in a purely sheared system,
the base pairs present in the transition state can be
anywhere within the duplex. In the TGT, however, the
unzipped base pairs at the end of the duplex anchor
the final sheared base pairs (as illustrated schematically
in Figure 6c). This anchoring decreases the entropy of
the transition state and thus increases the barrier to
TGT rupture slightly.

Together, the lower bound and the insight that
f c
mixed(N,s) ≈ f c

shear(s) for f c
mixed(N,s) > f c

unzip(¥) imply
the sigmoidal curve for f c

mixed(N,s) at fixed N. At s =
N, f c

mixed(N,s) = f c
shear(N). As s decreases, the curve

f c
mixed(N,s) approximately follows f c

shear(s), which has
the characteristic shape discussed previously, and
f c
mixed(N,s) drops toward 0 increasingly rapidly. Even-
tually, however, the lower bound f c

mixed(N,s)g f c
unzip(N)

comes into play, forcing the curve to plateau at low s.
Wang and Ha calibrated their TGT by assuming

that f c
mixed(N,s) = f c

shear(s),9 with f c
shear(s) given by eq 5

(the formula of Hatch et al.25). They used the parame-
trization of Hatch et al., but set Nopen = 0 rather than
Nopen = 7; due to this choice, f c

shear(s) ∼ 10 pN at s = 1,
rather than 0 (or 3.9 pN, as would be predicted by the
original de Gennes formula29). Their resultant calibra-
tion curve is shown in Figure 6b. Note that the shape
is quite different from that predicted by oxDNA; in
particular, it has no inflection. The Wang and Ha curve
predicts a physically reasonable fc for s ≈ N by design
and, due to the choice of using the Hatch parametriza-
tion of eq 5 but neglecting Nopen, predicts a roughly
reasonable value for s = 1. In this picture, however, the
finite fc at s = 1 is due to the robustness of a single
sheared base pair rather than a duplex of length N that
is subject to unzipping. Our results suggest that given
agreement at s = 1 and s = N, the critical forces pre-
dicted by Wang and Ha's calibration approach would
be far too high at intermediate values of s. Further-
more, we argue that fc

mixed(N,s) depends on the time
scale of observation; a consideration that does not
appear in the Wang and Ha calibration curve.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we argue that the force-induced
rupture of short DNA duplexes should be understood
as an activated process, in which a metastable duplex
dissociates into single strands. Rupture is important to
many biophysical and nanotechnological applications
of DNA and is the key principle underlying recently
designed force-sensing nanodevices. Whether or not
a certain force is large enough to cause dissociation
within an experiment, therefore, depends fundamen-
tally on the observation time, τobs; in principle, all
duplexes subject to a constant force will dissociate
permanently given enough time.
We used an extremely simple toy model to highlight

the basic predictions of such an understanding. For a

given τobs, we must apply a large enough force to
reduce the free-energy barrier opposing dissociation,
ΔGq, toΔGτobs

q . Sincemore base pairsmust be disrupted
in longer duplexes to reach the transition state, the
force-influenced stability per base pair must be less to
achieve ΔGq = ΔGτobs

q ; hence, the critical force fc in-
creases with duplex length N. Once the force is large
enough to reduce the free-energy gain per base pair to
zero, however, even the longest duplexes will have
ΔGq < ΔGτobs

q . This introduces a maximum fc, leading to
a plateau in fc(N) for long duplexes. Importantly, this
simple picture naturally predicts that fc(N) tends to zero
at finite N. This overall behavior is consistent with
experimental observations.
To go beyond the simple model, we have used

oxDNA, a coarse-grained model of DNA, to obtain
more physically realistic force-dependent free-energy
barriers. OxDNA reproduces the basic behavior pre-
dicted by the toymodel, despite themore complicated
free-energy profiles and force�extension properties.
In particular, oxDNA also predicts that fc(N) tends to
zero at finite N, and that fc(N) includes an approxi-
mately logarithmic dependence on the observation
time. OxDNA is itself a simplified model, but the key
aspects of DNA relevant to this study (force�extension
properties, thermal stability, geometry) are known to
be physically reasonable.49,50 The generic results are
therefore likely to be robust; a detailed investigation
into the relationship between rates and free-energy
barriers for sheared oxDNA molecules, incorporating
possible misaligned base pairs, is ongoing.53 We have
also demonstrated that, by slightly adjusting the inter-
action strengths in oxDNA, in part to take into account
the fact that it was parametrized at a different salt
concentration, we can fit the available experimental
data quantitatively, supporting the essence of our
claims.
We have also used oxDNA to predict f c

mixed(N,s) for a
mixed system in which s of the N base pairs are
sheared, and the remainder are subject to an unzip-
ping force. Such a system is the basis of the interesting
tension gauge tether proposed by Wang and Ha9 for
measuring biomolecular forces. We argue that the
shape of f c

mixed(N,s) is very different from that pre-
viously supposed, showing a characteristic sigmoidal
shape as s is increased at fixed N. At small s, f c

mixed(N,s)
approaches the pure unzipping force f c

unzip(N) but
approximates the critical force for shearing an s base
duplex, f c

shear(s), at larger s. Not only do we predict that
careful calibration of the TGT will reveal this complex
f c
mixed(N,s), but we also claim that the time scale of
experimental observation will influence f c

mixed(N,s),
for the same reasons as in the pure shearing system.
Thus, quantitative use of the TGT will require extensive
calibration.
We note that neither the toy model nor oxDNA

allows for the formation of S-DNA, a stretched but still
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double-stranded form of DNA.54 For infinitely long
strands, S-DNA becomes stable relative to B-DNA at
around 60�70 pN applied force at room tempera-
ture;54,55 at this point, converting B-DNA base pairs
into S-DNA has no cost, whereas at lower forces, it is an
uphill process. Unlike strand dissociation, this uphill
process of disrupting base pairs does not constitute a
barrier beyond which there is a far more stable state,
and so S-DNA formation should be largely unimportant
below 60�70 pN. At these forces, however, the ex-
istence of S-DNA could stabilize the bound state,
somewhat increasing rupture times for long duplexes.
Previous work has contended that the shape of

fc(N) arises because a shorter duplex is immediately
unstable to rupture (rather than metastable with a
short enough lifetime) at a lower force than longer
duplexes.25,29,30,37,38 We see evidence that shorter
duplexes are indeed unstable at lower forces in our
data for oxDNA, but we argue that this is not the
primary factor in determining the shape of fc(N). Con-
ceptually, it is clear that any theory that describes
whether a molecular system undergoes change on a
time scale of seconds or more should allow for metast-
ability. In terms of concrete experimental evidence,
it is known that duplexes of a few base pairs will

spontaneously dissociate in the absence of force on a
short time scale.40,41,46 This is consistent with the data
of Hatch et al. that show fc(N) tending to zero at finite
N.25 This behavior does not naturally arise in models
that predict fc(N) based on absolute instability rather
than metastability. Further evidence against the de
Gennes' model arises from the observation that Hatch
et al. needed to use unphysical values for the ratio of
the spring constants between stacked neighbors in
the same strand and hydrogen-bonded base pairs on
opposite strands in order for the theory to fit their data.
Further tests of the mechanisms that determine

the critical force could be explored by experiments in
which the observational time scale is varied. Hatch
et al. did consider time scales between 1 and 3 s, but
given the approximately logarithmic variation ex-
pected in fc with τobs, it is unsurprising that systematic
effects were not visible above experimental noise. The
approach presented in this work predicts a change in
fc(N) with τobs; previous arguments based on absolute
instability do not. Data from a wider range of duplex
lengths N would help to differentiate between the
typical shapes of fc(N) predicted by the two curves.
We also make predictions for the temperature depen-
dence of fc(N), which could be tested in experiments.

METHODS
In oxDNA, each nucleotide is treated as a rigid body.49�51

OxDNAnucleotides interact throughpotentials designed tomimic
hydrogen bonding, stacking, chain connectivity, and excluded
volume interactions; these interactions combine to allow the
formation of right-handed double helices between complemen-
tary strands at low temperatures. OxDNA incorporates physically
reasonable representations of the thermodynamics, mechanics,
and structure of single-stranded and duplex DNA49,50;the
key ingredients whose interplay is central to this system.
The model has been shown to reproduce important aspects
of basic processes such as hybridization,42 toehold-mediated
strand displacement,52 and hairpin formation.56 It has also been
successfully applied to explore stress-induced transitions.57�59

In this paper, we use a sequence-averaged parametrization of
oxDNA,49,50 which is ideal for identifying generic trends.
Since direct measurements of the rupture kinetics are very

demanding, we estimate rates indirectly from the free-energy
profiles of stressed duplexes. We simulate the model using the
virtual move Monte Carlo (VMMC) algorithm of Whitelam and
Geissler (the variant in the appendix of ref 60). Shear stress is
generated by applying two antiparallel forces of magnitude f to
the center of mass of the nucleotides at the 30 end of each
strand (which are situated at opposite ends of the duplex). We
measure the free-energy profile as a function of the number of
base pairs between the two strands (a base pair being defined
by a hydrogen-bonding energy of less than 0.596 kcal mol�1, a
cutoff which is around 15% of the typical hydrogen-bonding
energy in the model), using umbrella sampling61 to facilitate
the measurement of less favorable states. We also use umbrella
sampling to prohibit the strands from separating (once sepa-
rated, the strands would never rebind), and for simplicity, we
only include hydrogen-bonding interactions between native
base pairs (those present in the fully formed duplex). It was
shown42 that in oxDNA non-native base pairs have only a minor
effect for nonrepetitive sequences on the hybridization transi-
tion in the absence of force; the consequences of non-native

base pairs for shearing-induced rupture will be studied in detail
elsewhere.53

We obtain the free-energy profiles at different force values,
separated by 2�5 pN and spanning our range of interest, from
umbrella sampling simulations at T0 = 23 �C. The umbrella
weights were adjusted iteratively to have a uniform sampling as
a function of the number base pairs in the duplex. The starting
configuration at each stage was chosen to be the final config-
uration from the previous iteration. At each force value, we
ran 3�5 independent simulations, each with approximately
109 VMMC steps per particle. The resulting free energies
from independent simulations agreed, confirming that our
free-energy profiles are indeed converged. The value of the
rupture force fc for a givenΔGτobs

q is then obtained via fitting the
rupture force versus barrier height data to an interpolating
piecewise cubic Hermite polynomial P ; fc ¼ P (ΔGq

τobs
). We

determine the rupture force at other temperatures (T 6¼ T0), from
extrapolated free-energy profiles obtained using single histo-
gram reweighting, based on the method of Ferrenberg and
Swensden.62 Note that the accuracy of the extrapolated free
energies decreaseswhen T is far from T0. Therefore, we restricted
our considerations to temperatures where |T � T0| e 12 �C.
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